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.. 
'FHE WHIT'E HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 29, 1978 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: STU EIZENSTAT 01 
BERT CARP cJl"'-

SUBJECT: Water Policy 

The attached memorandum presents in detail the water 
policy recommendations developed by the Interior-OMS-CEQ 
working group chaired by Secretary Andrus. Each principal 
of the review effort was also invited to submit to you a 
very brief memorandum presenting their views of the most 
critical aspects of water policy reform. 

This men:torandum oatlines my· recommendations and comments 
on the issues. (My recommendations are. also reflected in 
the underlying memo.) I have met with Congressmen Foley, 
Udall, Bizz Johnson, Mikva, Miller, Phil Burton, and 
Butler Derrick's aide, and with Senators Randolph, Johnston, 
and Gravel as well as key Senate staff. Frank Moore's 
office is setting up additional Congressional sessions for me. 

B.ecommended Package 

I believe these recommendations would fulfill, to the maximum 
extent possible g.iven realistic poJitical constraints, ) 
your pledg.es to promote greater economic efficiency, 
environmental preservation, water conservation and State 
responsibility.in national water development. We have 
sought to utilize administrative rather than legis.lative 
mechanisms wherever possible, and to avoid unwinnable 
legislative battles. 

1. Improving the planning and selection process for 
Federal water projects: 

a. Direct the Water Resources Council to prepare 
a strict manual for agency project planning 
and cost-benefit analysis, and particularly to 
scrutinize the most prevalent abuses in the 
current cost-benefit analysis proces.s. This 
manual would interpret and implement the 
existing Principles and Standards. This will 
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for the first time make agency procedures 
consistent and should weed out projects which 
are justified by false or inflated benefits. 

b. Add consideration of water conservation and 
a requirement to formulate non-structural 
alternatives to the Principles and Standards. 
These are two critical changes in the existing 
P&S which we hope will help begin to shift 
the universe of projects away from large impound
ments and toward more modest, environmentally 
less disturbing projects. 

c. Publicly enunciate "Presidential project 
selection criteria" which will indicate the 
factors you will consider in making project 
budgeting decisions or decisions to support 
project authorizations and appropriations bills. 
These proposed criteria are flexible, but will 
give you a basis for defending your future 
decisions on individual projects. 

d. Establish an independent water project review 
function in the Water Resources Council which 
will check the accuracy of cost-benefit cal
culations an(Lcompliance with other' ~planrlii}g 
requirements. This will have a positive 
effect on the quality of agency planning, but the 
prodess wo~ld :occur before an agency makes a 
funding request for any particular project. 
It should therefore help weed out or modify 
unsound projects before they leave the agency 
planning process. Critics of this review 
function will charge that it is another layer 
of bureaucratic delay. We believe,that it could 
be an impor~ant tool to improve Federal project 
selection procedures and that it not actually 
add delay. Senators Johnston, Gravel and 
Randolph were very concerned with the additional 
time involved by WRC review in addition to the 
OMB review. I suggest you approve this review 
with the requirement that the WRC review be done 
within a finite number of days. 

2. Water conservation initiatives 

a. The Bureau of Reclamation water pricing and 
project repayment arrangements are not well 
administered, and project water is sold at 
prices lower than authorized by existing law, 
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thereby encourag.ing wasteful water consump-
tion. The Secretary of the Interior should 
be directed to audit and appropriately adjust 
water pricing in each irrigation projec-t, 
similar to what he is already doing in the 
Central Valley Project. Renegotiated contracts 
as well as new contracts should be for only a 
5-year period, rather than up to 40 years now in 
contracts. You may wish to make this a 10-year 
period since the change from the current 40-year 
practice is rather drastic. This will result in 
higher prices f.or irrigation water, which will 
encourage conservation. In individual cases in 
which the Bureau seeks higher prices, the 
initiative may become controversial with farmers. 
But since we are merely proposing to fully 
implement existing law this should not become a 
maj·or Congressional issue. 

b. States should be offered an opportunity to 
raise prices on municipal and industrial water 
supplied from Federal reservoirs in order to 
achieve water conservation. The Federal 
government would continue to recover costs as 
allowed in existing law, but the States would 
be empowered to add surcharges above these 
prices. This initiative would place some of 
the burden on the States to encourage water 
conservation, while providing them an incentive 
to do so by allowing them to keep the revenues. 
It is not clear how many, if any, States might 
exercise this power. This would require legis
lation with the~prospect of passage uncertain. 
Secretary Andrus opposes state pricing beyond 
full cost recovery because he believes it is 
legally and administratively difficult to accomplish. 

c. Federal "grass-roots" programs of HUD (urban 
extension)# Agriculture and Interior should 
provide technical assistance in water conser
vation. This would require about $15 million 
in additional funding annually. This would 
provide information and advice on a local level 
on how to achieve water savings. 
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Environmentalists have recently criticized the Admin
istration for backing off on water policy reform. They 
are particularly concerned about the recent approval of 
a Federal right-of-way for the Foothills municipal water 
supply project in Denver, and have heard rumors that 
Secretary Andrus might be changing his position on the 
Narrows project, deleted by the Congress last year, in 
deference to Senator Haskell who supports the project. 
They were disappointed at our compromise on water 
projects last year, and will be looking for a commitment 
to be "tough" on the authorized backlog of projects. 
The independent review function and improved cost
benefit analysis will help, but the environmental 
community may greet our proposals with skepticism. 

With the exception of Dick Lamm, the Governors have 
become more cooperative as a result of their extensive 
consultation with Secretary Andrus and others. I think 
your upcoming meeting with them should be an essential 
ingredient of your decision on cost-sharing, which is 
of course one of their main concerns. There is nothing 
in the water policy which violates your commitment not 
to pre-empt State water management responsibilities, 
and I think that most Governors will recognize that. 
The proposals do not include a major funding program 
to help Eastern cities with deteriorating water supply 
and distribution systems. The State grant proposals 
will help all States, not just the West, but some, such 
as Governor Dukakis, may criticize the policy as being 
too Western-oriented. 

Consultation 

You have stated your intention to consult with interested 
Governors and Members of Congress before making your 
final decisions. I would therefore recommend that 
meetings be set up shortly after you:r return from the 
West, and that final decisions be announced later in May. 

We have also identified key Members of Congress with 
whom you should consult. 
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d. A number of Federal programs which affect water 
consumption should be modified to include water 
conservation initiatives: 

EPA, USDA and Commerce water supply and 
sewage treatment programs should require 
community water conservation measures as 
a condition of grants 

BUD, USDA and VA should require water-saving 
measures in new housing receiving Federal assistance 

GSA should implement water conservation 
measures in Federal buildings 

other Federal agencies should take water 
conservation actions as appropriate 

e. Interior and Agriculture grant and loan programs 
which in some cases e.xacerbate local or regional 
water shortage programs should be modified to 
encourage water conservation and reduce disincentives 
to conservation. This is a potentially controversial 
initiative, which could include such steps as 
disallowing loans to farmers for drilling new 
wells for irrigating new lands in water-short 
regions. It should be implemented very carefully, 
in close continuing coordination with the White House. 

3. Environmental protection 

a. Existing statutes should be enforced, and 
agencies should be required to demonstrate 
compliance before specific project funding 
decisions are made. This will be particularly 
important with respect to the Fish arnd. Wildlife 
Coordination Act which has been ineffectively 
applied to water projects. 

b. Non-structural flood control measures should 
be encouraged. There needs to be better 
implementation of your flood plain Executive 
Order, and existing Interior, Commerce, Army 
and BUD programs should take appropriate 
opportunities in existing programs (Land and 
Water Conservation Fund, Community Develop
ment Block Grants, EDA programs, Corps of 
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the initia.tive is so complicated that it might 
be misinterpreted as meddling in State water rights. 
I believe it would·be better to allow States to use 
some of the other grant money for this purpose without 
highlighting the issue. Secretary Andrus shares this 
view. 

Likely Response to ·Proposals 

As indicated, I have consulted with Members of Congress, and 
my _staff and the study task force have consulted widely among 
interest groups, the Congress and State governments. Based 
on these discussions, the proposals I recommend would promote 
controversy in the West but would not promote the furor raised 
over water projects last year. But the reaction would be 
brutal if you accept all the recommendations CEQ proposes. Any 
effort to get full cost recovery for agricultural irrigation 
projects and to abolish the "ability to pay" standard so that 
farmers were required to pay more than they are able to pay, 
would be deadly, as would an effort to require cost-sharing 
above Andrus'· 10% proposal, and the SCS recommendation by CEQ. 

In the Congress the proposals which seem to generate the 
most concern are the cost-sharing proposal (the 10% State 
share) and the independent review function over water 
project compliance with planning requirements. The 10% 
State share raises the problem that richer States (e.g., 
California) will be able to afford more than poorer States 
{e.g., West Virginia). Some Members of Congress (both water 
project supporters and opponents) fear that increasing the 
role of the States will in some cases run counter to the 
national interest. 

I believe the independent review function is a key ingredient 
for gaining environmentalist support for the proposal. Among 
environmentalists and others, the existing water project 
planning process has no credibility. Merely directing 
that accurate cost-benefit calculations ·be prepared by the 
agencies themselves would not be sufficient to indicate 
that we are serious about reform. 

Some of the Congressional concern can be allayed by making 
sure that undue delay is not added to the system and that 
the process stresses technical review rather than becoming 
heavily politicized. 
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3. The OMB' cost-sharing option. OMB proposed a 
major overhaul of the cost-sharing system, substituting 
25% local and State financing for all other cost
sharing arrangements for all projects. While this 
option would be simpler and is attractive in some 
respects, it has no chance of passing.the Congress. 
In addition, the benefits of a simpler system 
must be compared to the disadvantages of completely 
disrupting the exLsting set-up. This is so unrealistic 
that it may damage the credibility of our effort 
to have a balanced water policy which is not perceived 
as anti-Western. If we are fortunate enough to win 
the principle of 10% up-front cost-shares, we may 
be able to move toward a more rational system with 
larger state and local shares in future- years. 

4. Requiring 10% up-front financing for Soil Conservation 
Service projects. I strongly oppose this recommendation. 
SCS projects are typically smaller than Bureau or 
Corps projects (average size -- $4 million), and the 
requirement to raise additional cash contributions would 
work hardship in many cases to farmers and rural 
communities. In our view, the best way .to limit 
environmental damage in the SCS program is to vigorously 
enforce the requirements of the P & S, which has not 
been done. Moreover, I feel that the slim chance 
of passing this requirement and the political furor 
it would raise in every State makes this an unwise 
option. I recognize that many SCS projects have 
been very damaging. But I think that the greatest 
improvements in the program will come from tightening 
the existing cost-sharing arrangements to make sure 
that the agreements made by the beneficiaries for land 
treatment and operation ·and maintenance··are actually 
carried out and tightening up on other procedures 
which are now lax. Secretary Andrus agrees that 
applying the 10% to SCS projects is a politically 
untenable option. .Little in budgetary savings would 
result because of the small arrourtts of money involved. 
By not increasing cost-sharing in SCS projects (some 
already have substantial cost-sharing), we would have 
a better chance of getting cost-sharing passed for 
other projects. · 

5. Grants to States for facilitating water rights 
transfers. I oppose the OMB proposal to have 
a special component of the grant program dedicated 
to assistance to Western States to modernize their 
water rights systems to facilitate water rights transfers 
and sales. While this might assist in water conservation, 
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En~ineers projects) to encourage non-structural 
flood control. This initiative should not 
skew existing priorities but would encourage 
taking advantage of opportunities which are 
consistent with other program purposes. 

4. Cost-Sharing 

Congressional passage of significant cost-sharing 
reform is unlikely. It can be argued that a credible 
water policy package must address the problem that 
beneficiaries of projects and the States where projects 
are located participate very little in their funding. 
Of the options presented in the decision paper, I favor 
the one that States be required to put up 10% of the 
financing of new projects in ca~h rather than "in-kind" 
contributions. SCS projects should be exempted from 
this requirement as discussed below. In addition, I 
tentatively reconunend action to redress the most severe 
problem -- extremely low cost-sharing rates for 
structural flood control measures by increasing 
structural flood centro~ cost-sharing to the same level 
as non-structural projects -- 20%, including "in-kind" 
contributions of lands, easements and rights-of-way. 
These cost-sharing re~orms would apply only to new 
authorizations. In addition, I recommend administrative 
reform of the process of calculating the value of "in-kind" 
contributions under present law -- a step which without 
legislation can improve cost-sharing in scs and other 
programs. 

However, I have doubts about cost-sharing. I.t will dis
criminate against poor states, will virtually exclude 
large projects~in the future, and will be difficult to 
apply for projects of a regional nature. Mikva and 
Burton were concerned that it could give States a 
ve.to over needed projects. 

Because of likely Congressional opposition, I think it 
is important that you make no decision (even tentative) 
on either cost-sharing option until you meet with the 
Western Governors after your trip and until my Congressional 
consultation is complete. Although Secretary Andrus 
strongly supports a 10,% cost-'share, you may decide it 
is too unpopular to propose. In any event, as between 
the two options, the 10% is clearly more responsible. 
The 25% OMB option is completely out of the ballpark 
of reality. 
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5. State-Federal cooperation 

a. State grants. Of the three components presented 
in the paper, I believe only two deserve funding: 

(1) State planning grants. I recommend that 
you approve the increase in the minimal WRC 
program ($3 million) to $30 million in 50-50 
matching grants, half of which would be dis-
tributed by formula and half on a competitive 
basis. The funding would go for water planning 
activities (not implementation) which stress 
conservation, better water management and integration 
of water quantity and quality planning. 

(2) Funding of State water conservation tech
nical assistance programs. I also recommend 
that funding be provided to the States for 
implementation of water conservation programs 
($50 million is p:r:-oposed). Most of this money 
would be distributed on a formula basis, but 
$10 million would be held in reserve for 
targeted programs for water-sho:r:-t areas. I 
believe that this grant money is an essential 
demonstration of our commitment to water con
servation and a "sweetner" for some of the 
States who view Federal involvement in water 
policy as largely negative. 

For reasons discussed later, I do not recommend 
a separate grant program for improving State water 
rights exchanges. Secretary Andrus feels likewise. 

b. Several suggestions are made which would increase 
Federal-State cooperation in instream flows, 
groundwater management and hydrologic data 
without interfering with State.water rights 
or allocation. These are not major initiatives, 
and I think they should be approved. In States 
interested in making improvements in these areas, 
these steps will help. In all States, there would 
be more attention paid to the effects of Federal 
projects on instream flow and groundwater management 
problems. 

c. Justice and Interior have worked out a process 
to begin to resolve Federal reserved rights and 
Indian water rights issues. These are very 
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controversial subjects, and when these 
rights are quantified, there will be some 
difficult ·conflicts, but the proposals here 
represent a good balance of cooperation and 
responsible exerdise of Federal responsibilities. 
I recommend they be approved. With Federal 
reserved rights, the affected agencies (Forest 
Service, Park Service, etc.) would be directed 
to expedite e.fforts to resolve these rights 
and to be· reasonable in the water claims made 
by the Federal government. For Indian water 
rights, the BIA would move faster to inventory 
and quantify tribal water rights. In both instances, 
negotiation would be encouraged rather than protracted 
litigation. 

Negative Recommendations 

I believe you should reject the following options which 
are discussed in the decision document; 

1. Increasing the discount rate for authorized "grand
fathered" projects. All agencies are in agreement 
that legislation should not be proposed to increase 
the discount rate for previously authorized projects. 
The CEA does not be.lieve such a change is appropriate 
on economic grounds, and the Congress would never 
pass such a bill. For new projects, all agree the 
current discount rate is adequate. 

2. Full cost recovery for new Bureau of Reclamation 
water projects (new authorizations only). CEQ 
proposes that for new irrigation projects, all 
Federal costs be recovered through water pricing 
and repayment arrangements for irrigators, so that the 
only subsidy would be the low Federal borrowing rate. 
This would abolish the concept of farmers' "ability 
to pay" which lies at the root of the present 
Reclamation law. This would be extraordinarily 
controversial. The Congress would never pass the 
necessary legislation, and since it would apply only 
to new authorizations, it would have little impact 
on the program for many years. Still, Western water 
and agricul.ture interests would attack us vigorously. 
It would be interpreted as a policy decision to end 
support of the Reclamation Act concept of substantial 
subsidies for irrigators, which we have endorsed, at 
least for existing projects. All agencies except 
CEQ agree full cost recovery is unrealistic. 
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It would also be appropriate for you to meet with outside 
groups, including the environmentalists who are 
particularly concerned about the water issue. This 
meeting is tentatively scheduled for Thursday, May 11. 

I would also recommend that Secretary Andrus, Jim 
Mcintyre, Charles Warren and White House Staff engage 
in consultation with these groups prior to final 
announcements. A good consultation strategy is 
essential to fine-tuning the final decisions and to 
building a constituency for our reform proposals. 

Timing 

The only real deadline we are facing is to send up to 
the Congress our proposed FY1979 "new starts." OMB is 
preparing a proposed list which, at the outside, should 
be sent to the Congress in late May, preferably 
earlier. 

Tentative Schedule 

Week of May 1: 

Early May: 

Mid-May: 

Late May: 

Preliminary Presidential decisions 

Staff and Cabinet consultation with 
Members of Congress and Governors 

President meets with Western Governors 

Announcement 

If you approve I will firm up this schedule with Jack, 
Fran Voorde, Cecil Andrus and other involved. 



THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR 

WASHINGTON 

April 29, 1978 

Honorable Jimmy Carter 
The President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 

Dea~ Mr. President: 

Since transmitting my weekly report, I have been advised 
that Stu has requested a brief statement of my perceptions 
and advice on the water policy. My comments follow, but 
I would still be desirous of chatting with you about the 
document if you have further questions whether technical 
or political. 

In my judgment, the most important element of reform is 
the cost sharing aspect where T recommend that the state 
participate in the cost with an up-front share of 10%. 
This does many things that are not obvious, such as 
requiring state legislative action through the appro
priation process, hearings will be held at the state 
level where projects will be reviewed prior to federal 
review, the backlog will be. diminished~ the discount 
rate problem will not have to be addressed, and most of 
the bad projects will be eliminated. Provisions will 
have to be incorporated for small states with large 
projects and multi-state projects, but it is the best 
way that I see to get more people into the decision
making process and alleviate the political heartburn 
at our leveL It is within the financial capabilities 
of the states, and I believe that most Governors and key 
Members of Congress will support it. 

In the section on conservation pricing of municipal and 
industrial water and hydro-electric power (page 29), I 
re.commend against state' pricing beyond full cost recovery 
because I think it is legally and administratively difficult 
to accomplish. · 



I join with the Domestic Policy Staff in opposing the appli
cation of the 10% cash cost sharing to SCS project·s bec·ause 
of the current situation. in the agricul t.ural. community. They 
also participate in other ways. 

If we choose to make any money available to the states as 
suggested in various recommendations., I would recommend 
that ail such monies be made available strictly on a com
petitive basis for specific purposes. It was my experience 
in stat·e government that automatic entitlement grants to 
states to do general planning acc·omplished very little. 

The state water exchange plans could cause problems if 
misinterpreted.. We could find ourselves on the defensive. 
and denying that this means the federal government is advo
cating the selling of water. People like Dick Lamm would 
love to raise that flag. 

I believe· the WRC' s (Water Resource Council) budget will 
need more than $1,000,000 if they handle the .. review process. 

With reference to new st·art•s, it is my understanding that 
we committed to the Congress that new starts would accompany 
your water policy.· If this is the ca.se, we may face a 
May 15 deadline for add-ons to the 19.79 budget. 

I am encouraged by the co:ntributions of the Governors to 
the report, most part:icularly Scott Matheson. He has 
helped us tremendously. I am optimistic abou.t the initial 
reactions of individual Congressmen to date and I believe 
we haV:e a course t.o pursue that the party can support,. and 
that will lead to solid reform. 

'. 

:-. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

722 JACKSON PLACE, N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006 

MEMORANBUM FOR THE PRESID~ ~ 

FROM: Charles Warren~ 
Gus Speth 

SUBJECT: Water Resources Policy Reform 

The review and decision document prepared for you is the condensation of 
a joint effort by Interior, OMB, and CEQ during the past year. We offer 
the following comments to provide a political perspective for your 
consideration of the specific actions proposed for your decision. 

The document reflects many compromises already made between the extremes 
of sweeping reforms (considered politically infeasible) and the status 
quo (considered unacceptable). Most of the more controversial options 
generated earlier in the process have been eliminated from the recommenda
tions. These include: seeking full federal cost recovery from project 
beneficiaries; raising the existing discount rate for computing project 
benefits; rewriting the Principles and Standards for project planning; 
preempting state laws regulating ground and surface water withdrawals; 
and generally applying reforms to projects already under construction. 

Nevertheless, if you consistently select the reform actions presented in 
the decision document, you will initiate a set of significant reforms 
constituting a new national water policy. We therefore strongly urge 
you to do so. 

Much of the public discussion and press coverage of water resources 
policy during the past year has been focused on the political opposition 
to reform, particularly in the West. We believe there are good political 
reasons which support reform, and which deserve considerable Administration 
emphasis: These include the following: 

0 A strong, broad-based popular constituency exists -- even in 
the West -- that wants water resources policy reform. This 
water resources reform constituency -- which is sometimes 
obscured here in Washington by better organized and financed 
interests -- strongly supported you in the 1976 campaign and 
will be needed in 1980. This constituency has already publicly 
questioned the Administration's continued commitment to water 
resources reform and has expressed grave concerns that the 
more far-reaching reforms mentioned earlier are not being 
pressed. 
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Politicai support for .reforin can be broadened by stressing the· 
great waste. of !ed·erai. fun~s inyolved and t·he loss. of recrea
tional opportun~ties. The .subsidies are. huge and benefit 
priW~rily large busi:ness interests and construc:tiqn fi-rms; . the 
projects are capital· intensive;· not labq:r intensive.· .There is· 
a need .i:o protect; rec-reational opportunities, par.ticularly in· 
the West where outdoor. re·creation is probably more highly·· 
valued_and more frequently engaged· in than,in many :parts. of 
the n:atiori'. 

'Most of the meritorious water. projects• have already ~e.en 
. constructed· or ~r.e :weU underway •.. Many of the .projeCi:s in the 
_backlog cannot be juf:!tified econorilically or environmentally; 
and it.will not be eal:!y to identify a latge'number of new, 
'!Ilerito.rious. large water pr'qjects • 

. There are two additional points we believe you should consider.' First, • 
:t·here are additional legal .authorities;;.which were not emphasized in the
decision document for the .federal government, primarily the .·;EPA, to 
protec·t instream flows· and ground w:atet quality; these authorities are 
being developed carefully to avoid unnecessary state-federal conflicts. 
:You should therefore av:oid' making · s.tatements which imply that the only 
federal initiatives in t_his area are- contained .in the document.· Second, 
the Administration's recent publicly stated support f-or liberalizatiOI]. · 
of the existirig Reclamation law on. 160-acre irrigation limitation is a 
positive step to aid western farming interests, and should be cited in 
connection with these reforms to counter criticism that you are trying 
to. stop water development in the West. 

· In conc.lusion, we stress -the need. •for a long-term ·perspective for and 
conmiitment .to wa:t;er resource policy reform. Many of the initiatives 
proposed in _the paper will not h,ave an immed:i:~te. effect• However., if
there is a persistent Adm:hiistration cc:>mmitment to follow through with 
the implementa"tion oJ these reforms in the years, ahead, and to ·reS.ist 

.·the attempts by cert'afn Congressional and other interests to reinstate _ 
the status q:uo., ·'then these reforms should bring about subs-tantial 
improvement iri the economic effiCiency and environmental_ 'quality of· 
federaL water· resourc·e .prog/tams and projects over the next decade. We 
believe that this ie; a commendable and politica,lly at.tractive goal. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 29, 1978 

THE PRESIDENT 

ANNE WEXLER A vJ 
Water Policy Decision Document Prepared 
by Interior, OMB, CEQ 

I have some political and tactical comments: 

o The proposal most adversely affects rural and agricultural 
areas excluded from the urban package, where we already 
have farm policy problems. 

o The press will give major emphasis to cost-sharing, but 
Congressional action is unlikely in the near future (see 
page 38). Given our Congressional situation, I would not 
recommend either cost-sharing option at this time. 

o The proposal has so much in it that the main purpose might 
be obscured---to wit, (1) that the billions spent on water 
projects not benefit just a few people, (2) that there be 
due regard for the environment, and (3) that water not be 
unnecessarily wasted. 

o In addition to the emphasis on conservation and some money 
to state and local governments for planning and technical 
assistance, we need to add a program for applying existing 
government-held technology to reduce unnecessary water 
consumption in industry and agriculture. 

Therefore, I would suggest: 

A. Announce the program as a positive one, particularly 
for agriculture and industry, while emphasizing balanced 
environmental and conservation concerns. 

B. Do not adopt either cost-sharing option; rather allow 
further consultation with states, agriculture, industry 
and the Congress to better understand what kind of cost
.sharing can be passed. This avoids committing us now 
to a proposal which Congress will not act on. 
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C. Direct all federal agencies, particularly Agriculture 
and Commerce, to work with farmers and business on 
developing and applying new technologies for the more 
efficient use of water. You might conside~ some 
additional limited funding for necessary staff resources 
and consulting engineers. 

D. On the pricing of irrigation water (pages 25-26) , I 
encourage you to adopt option A. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

-MAYl l97t 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

James T. Mcintyre, Jr9~ 
Water Policy Reform - Cost Sharing 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

In general I support the recommendations contained in the report prepared 
by Secretary Andrus, Chairman Warren, and myself for reforming Federal 
water resources development policy. 

This memorand'um is to urge you to decide in favor of the second cost
shar.ing option - joint financing at a uniform 25% non-Federal cost share. 
(see pp. 34-40 of the Report) I consider the cost sharing issue to be 
the mos.t critical issue presented in the report from ·the standpoint of 
reducing the pork barrel nature of water resource project decisions in 
this Nation. 

I firmly believe that the uniform 25% rule should be supported for the 
following reasons: 

,... It will ·supet:'sede the current system with its variety of 
rules that are generally considered in need of reform by 
the water development community and that 

0 encourage shopping among Federal agencies for the best 
deal, 

0 encourage distortion o:f project designs to emphasize 
purposes that minimize non-Federal costs. 

- It will replace the present system with a single rule easily 
understood by all, that will remove market incentives to 
choose non-optimal projects. 

- It will achieve all the other benefits of option 1 as well -
in that_option 2 contai!ns all the elements of option 1 plus 
the simplification feature. 

- It should be salable to Congress since it w_ould apply 
statutorily only to projects not yet authorized by Congress· -
and· voluntarily to authorized but unstarted projec.ts and 
features. 



It would involve a greater commitment from State and lo.cal 
interests t~an option 1, thus 

o involving ar:1 even stricter test of the benefits vs. costs 
by the benefici a·ri es themselves and. their State and loca 1 
governments, 

o reduce pressure on the Federa 1 budget to a greater degree, 

o en~ance incentives to resolve enviror:~mental issues and 
benefit-distributior:~ issues at State and local ].evels 
rather than in Washi:r:~gton. 

2 

I do ag·ree that ·option 1 would be an improvement over the present system, 
as it will bring State governmer:~ts meaningfully into the decision process 
and will aid in shifting the locus of environmental and beneficiary
distribution decision making back toward the States from Washingtor:l. 
However, it faHs short in that it fails to simplify the present system 
(indeed comp·l i cati ng it by adding ar:~other requirement) and fails to grasp 
this opportunity to press for deep fundamental. reform. 

One final point- if you do select option 2, as I .recommend, you may want 
to consider ma'kii·ng the 25% rule applicable to the Soi<l Conservation Service 
as well as to Corps, Reel amati on., and TVA. The reasons for r:1ot doing so 
are well set forth in the basic memo. Some reasons for doing so are: 

Exempti'ng the SCS, o.r providing speci.al rules for it, will 
violate the principle of uniformity or:1 which the fundamental 
reform• i's based., and perpetuate to some degree the agency
s·hoppi ng phenomenon. 

If only farmers contri:buted to SCS projects, a case might be 
made that 25% is too much to ask, but so.i 1 and water 
conservation districts can make these contrtbutions and they 
are frequently comprised of communities and other nonfarm 
i.nterests as well as farmers. 

- A 11 owi1ng the 1'0% cash contribution to be made by s·oi 1 and 
water cons.ervation districts rathe.r than State governments -
a minor concessi on - s'houl d meet any unique req,ui rements of 
SCS projects. 

The judgment to be made here obviously is a political one: the virtues 
set forth here, versus the .political rfisks of further alienating the 
farmers. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOOSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 1, 1978 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT Q I 
KATHY FLETCHER c:)1'\;f., 

Follow-up on Water Policy 
Decision Memorandum 

This memorandum responds to your questions and comments 
on the water policy decision memorandum. Your consulta
tion with Governors and environmentalists and my meetings 
with local g.overnment official.s, State water representa
tives, Governor Lamm and on the Hill have yielded new 
in£ormation and perspective which are also reflected 
here. This follow-up memorandum was prepared in full 
cooperation with Interior, OMB and CEQ . 

Yo~· will shortly be receiving a memorandum recommending 
new water project construction starts, and seeking gui
dance on the Administration's posture on the House 
Appropriations Committee public works bill. 

We have worked outthe following schedule with Interior 
and other parts of the EOP: 

Release Water Policy Message .•..•..• June 6 
Release New Start Recommendations ..• June 8 

" 

The release of the water policy will be pr·eceded by brief
ings o.f Governors, Congress and public groups. Release 
would be at a White House press briefing. We are also 
planning simultaneous regional briefings. 

The new start c;1nnouncements are scheduled to follow the 
policy announcement so that press attention will not be 
diverted to specific projects and so that any "bad news" 
(a new start not on the list) will not preclude positive 
comment on the policy ibself by Members of Cong,ress or 
Governors. T.he House Appropriations Committee is already 
moving forward to fund water projects in excess of our 
recommendations -- including funding for seven of. the nine 
projects deleted last year. There almost certainly will 
be a conflict with Congress over this. 

.: ~~ 
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v Approve schedule Disapprove 

Following is augmentation of the larg.er decision memoran
dum. Page numbers refer to that memo. 

p. 17. Enforcement of Existing Laws. You directed that 
immediate steps be taken to enforce existing laws with 
respect to these water projects. Later in the paper 
(p. 32) initiatives are described to insure enforcement 
of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, H1e Historic 
P·reservation Ac.t and other environmental s.tatutes. With 
respect to projects under construction, violations' of 
law may be occurring, some of which are the subject of 
pending litigation. The directives would apply to these 
projects, although this should not be highlighted as 
part of the reform package. Interior and CEQ are working 
with us to insure that these directives and actions are 
as effective as possible. It is likely that precise 9 I . 
i~pleme~ting procedures and perhaps implementing regula-. ~· S 0 

t1ons Wlll be necessary to properly carry out these 
statutes. 

p. 18. FY 1980 criteria. You asked whether the improve
ments in benefit/cost calculations and the independent 
review process for water projects could be implemented 
in time for the FY 19•8 0 Budget. Unfortunately, we are 
informed that this is not pos:sible. The key task -
preparation of the Principles and Standards implementation 
manual -- will take from 9 to 12 months; the agencies 
feel it would be unwise to cut that period short because 
it will need to be carefully done-. As currently proposed, 
the task would be carried out by the WRC, involving the 
concerned agencies and the public. However, you have 
approved the use of Presidential criteria (p. 19) imme-
diately. These criteria will provide guidance for budget- v· 
ing decisions. They are already proving he.lp:ful in 
identifying potential new starts for FY 1979 and will be 
used for FY 1980. 

p. 29. Municipal and Industrial Water Pric.ing. You asked 
about the Governors' position on the proposal to give 
States the option to price municipal and industrial (M&I) 
water from Federal projects at conservation rates and to 
recover the additional revenue. This option has not 
generated significant positive or negative reaction from 

' ··;. ·,, 
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States in our consultations thus far, although as currently 
formulated Mayors from Western cities do not support it 
since they are concerned that rural-dominated legislatures 
will impose higher wat'er charges on them. We have 
the.re.fore developed an alternate proposal which we believe 
is more equitable and in which a.ll agencies concur: 

States would be given the option to require con
servation pricing from Federal proj-ects, but the 
cities or other marketing entity would recover 
the excess revenues for use in water conservation 
or system rehabili tat·ion. Cities still will not 
support this option even with this change but it 
addresses their legitimate concern that rural
dominated legislatures will impose high fees· as 
a way of taxing cities to the benefit of other 
areas. 

Approve 
------ (Consensus}· 

v ______ -Disapprove. d. 
p. 32. "Mitigation." You asked for an explanation of the 
pro.posal to require better implementation of "mitigation" 
requirements. Under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination 
Act, wildlife losses caused by water projects are to be 
"mitigated," usually by protecting or improving nearby 
equivalent wildlife habitat. Often this requires the 
purchase. of additional land areas. Typically, the Corps 
and the Bureau of Reclamation have placed low priority on 
preparing and fulfilling wildlife mitigation plans; often 
the plans have not been completed at all. 

The initiatives proposed in the paper would require con
current funding of mitigation and construction efforts 
and would require close monitoring by Interior and OMB 
of agency compliance with the Fish and Wildlife coordina
tion Act. As noted above, Interior·needs precise 
implementing procedures or regulations in order to better 
enfo:r:-ce this statute. We will see tha:t these are promul
gated. 

p. 33. Purchase of Flood-Prone Structures. The request 
for $2'0 million in the FY 1980 Budget to implement exist
ing statutory authority for the Federal Insurance 
Admini.str.ation to purchase flood-prone structures rather 
than pay for repea·ted repair was designed to save Federal 
dollars and to encourage sound floodplain management. 
This initiative would·be an important demonstration of 



conunitment to non-structural flood control and to better 
floodplain management, one of the key reform areas. How
ever, following submis.sion of the. decision memorandum, 
OMB and HUD have reversed their recommendation and it 
now appears p;._gmature to :fund this p!:__qgram. HUD is 
conducting a study and OMB is concerned that a workable 
program may not be possible. We wil.l monitor this issue 
and make appropriate reconunendations when HUD's study is 
comple.te. Thus, no funding should be requested now. 

pp. 34-41. Cost-·sharing 

Discussions with Governors and State water directors indi
cated that additional options should be considered for 
State cost-sharing. Governors raised the legitimate 
problems of small States, multi-State projec.ts and the 
difficulties of financing projects without revenues. In 
the initial memorandum you chose a 10% cost-sharing 
option favored by everyone except OMB over the 25-% cost
sharing option proposed by OMB. We have further refined 

....... the 10% option. 

• Army conunents. On page 39, you no.ted the. conunents 
of the Department of the Army on cost-sharing and 

• asked if the existing patchwork cost-sharing si tua
tion could be addressed in any way. 

:During the study process, Army and Agriculture sup
ported a flconsistency" cost-sharing option which 
would establish common cost-sharing rules for each 
project purpose, across agency lines. It would 
replace the existing. 185 cos't-sharing rules and 
would establish a fixed percentage cost-s.hare for 
each project purpose such as flood control. These 
fixed percentages wouid be arbitrarily set at the 
average of existing rates. Operation and mainte
nance costs would be factored in to the cost
sharing calculation to remove the existing bias 
in favor of high front-end cost, low operation and 
maintenance costs. 

The "consistency" option was not reconunended 
because of practical and political problems, 
although the initial OMB 25% financing option is 
•similar in conc.ept. The problems with the "con
sistency" approach are as follows: 
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It would be difficult to defend an arbitrary 
percentage recovery for each project purpose; 
thus consistency would be simpler but not 
necessarily more-rational than the existing 
system. 

Including operation and maintenance in the 
cost-sharing formula, while removing a bias 
in favor of capital-intensive structural 
projects, adds a major loophole because 
future expenditures could be credited by 
locals against their cost share. 

Congress is even less likely to revamp the 
entire cost-sharing system than to accept 
our more targeted approach to add State 
financing and to equalize structural and 
non-structural flood control. 

It would stir up intense political opposition 
and is not now expected as part of this 
policy, given the views of a majority of the 
task force, which you tentatively approved. 

The initial OMB 25% financing option presented in the 
paper comes close to the "consistency" concept. It 
differs in making no distinction among different 
project purposes, and the cost-sharing would apply 
only to capital costs (not O&M). Under the OMB option, 
O&M would continue to be picked up by locals where it 
is performed by the Federal government. The consis
tency option would allow in-kind or cash contributions; 
the OMB option would allow only cash. 

The 10% State financing and the two new options pre
sented in this memorandum (10% on vendibles only; 10% 
on vendibles and 5% on non-vendibles) would leave 
the existing system in place with one important 
exception -- flood control cost-sharing would be 
equalized at 20% for both structural and non
structural measures, allowing in-kind contributions. 
This equalization would redress one of the most 
egregious cases of "inconsistency" addressed by the 
Army-Agriculture proposal. Waterway user fees 
(pending in Congress) and improvements in irrigation 
water pricing (treated elsewhere) will help redress 
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the-other most serious "inconsistency" problems. 
DPS, Interior and CEQ strongly believe that this 
"targeted" approach which you tentatively approved v
has a much better chance of success and that it 
will have substantial beneficial effects. 

• State financing. Three options have now been devel
oped, based on your initial decision for a 10% cost 
share, which would provide for State cash contribu
tions toward the cost of constructing water resources 
projects. Each of the three options include four 
common elements: a) an annual project-by-project 
'cap' on State contributions limiting them to 1/4 of 
1% of the State's general revenues per project per 
year to protect small and poor States; b) applica
tion of the requirement for State contributions only 
to projects not yet authorized by law -- States 
would not be required to contribute to construction 
costs of projects now authorized but not yet con
structed; however, if a State voluntarily provides 
financing, it could gain expedited consideration for 
authorized projects; c) revenues from sale of vend
ible outputs would be shared between the Federal 
government and States in proportion to their invest
ments; and d) equalization of non-structural and 
structural flood control cost-sharing (as noted in 
the decision document, p. 37). 

1. 10% financing for all project purposes -- would 
require States to contribute 10% of the total 
construction cost of each water project within 
its borders, in increments proportional to the 
annual Federal expenditures for construction. 
This is the option originally presented to you. 
CEQ is the only agency which still supports this 
option, pointing out that where there are net 
economic benefits, they accrue to beneficiaries 
whether or not they are sold. Revenues are 
generated both by selling vendible outputs and 
by increased tax base or specific taxes to sup
port projects. They feel that a minimum of 10% 
is necessary to make a State financial commitment 
meaningful. 

2. 10% of costs allocated to vendible purposes only 
-- would require States to contribute 10% of the 
construction costs associated with the vendible 
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outputs of water projects and would.allocate 
to States a proportionate share of the revenues. 
"Vendible outputs·" are defined as those water 
supply, irrigation, power, and Decreation bene
fits of projects for which the Federal govern
ment receives revenues from project beneficiaries 
under present policies. This option is based 
on the fact that States will be better able to 
finance projects where revenues are anticipated. 
The definition of the costs of vendibles would 
allow States to base their 10% contribution on 
a relatively small proportion of the total annual 
construction cost of water resource projects, 
since many projects have non-vendible outputs, 
and projects which provide vendible outputs 
also usually provide non-vendible outputs or 
vendible outputs not paid for by beneficiaries. 
A considerable share of Corps projects (flood 
control, for example) would be exempted, 
although most Bureau of Reclamation projects 
have primarily vendible outputs. 

3. 10% of costs allocated to vendible purposes plus 
5% of costs for all other purposes -- would 
require States to contribute 10% for vendibles, 
as above, and 5% for non-vendibles. This would 
insure that the States contributed at least a 
small amount for all projects with non-vendible 
outputs (such as flood control) as well as a 
portion of all the costs where a project includes 
vendible as well as non-vendible costs. It is 
anticipated that requiring a contribution for 
costs associated with non-vendibles would dis
courage pressures to favor non-vendible projects 
and outputs. Also, it should be noted that non
vendible outputs do have economic benefit. 

DPS and Interior support this proposal because 
it is a fair resolution of the issue and because 
it will demonstrate to the Governors that we 
have taken their concerns into account. Their 
support will be es·sential if we are to have any 
prospect of passing legislation to mandate cost
sharing. OMB is willing to accept it if you 
have rejected their overall 25% reform option. 
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Inspection of the available data.suggests that the 
1/4 ,of 1% cap on State contribl:ltions would no-t sig
nificantly affect the amount of money contribu-ted by 
States, except in a:-are instances of very large 
projects or large projects in very sparsely popula-ted 
States. This cap is important to help protect small 
States which may have large projects built in them. 
It would also reflect genuine input from the Western 
Governors. Data showing the effect of the three 
options are shown on the attached charts. 

Anothe:r question raised by Governors and others was 
how State cost-sharing would be arranged for multi
State projects,. For all options·, the to·tal States' 
share would be computed by determining contributions 
from benefitting States; a State refusing to partici
pate could not "Veto" a project because other States 
could pick up the difference. 

Approve 10% State ;financing (CEQ) 

Approve 10% financing o~ly on project 
portions with vendible outputs 

Approve 10% financing on vendible out
puts and 5% on non-vendibles (DOI, DPS, 
OMB "fallback") 

Approve initial 25% option (OMB) 

p. 41. Soil Conservation Service. You asked about changes 
other than cost-sharing which would improve the SCS program. 
The Soil Conservation Service will be covered by the pro
posed improvements in the planning proces:s, since they 
are currently required to meet the Principles and Stan
dards. SCS will also be affected by more stringent 
enforcement of environmental laws. In addi,tion, a number 
of administrative steps have already been taken by 
Secretary Bergland in this area. We have also identified 
other administrative actions which would further improve 
the program. 

Actions already taken,: 

Channelization guidelines. The SCS and the Fish and 
Wildl1fe Service have issued stringent administrative· 
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guidel.ines governing. the use of channelization, in 
effect making this practice a "last resort." (These 1 
guidelines are not binding and we will be working h /7J 
with SCS to determine whether a binding approach is o1.c fv 
necessary. ) 

Review of projects under construction. As part of the 
water project review last year, scs identified 48 
project-s with serious problems and have gone back 
to the local areas to terminate or modify these. 
An additional 77 projects which have less serious 
problems are being examined for possible modification· 
as well. Thus far, approximately 600 miles of chan
nelization have been eliminated and approximately 
$2.5 million will be saved. 

Encourage land treatment. To insure that land treat
ment agreements with local sponsors are met at least 
in part, there is a new requirement that 50% of the 
land treatment measures must be in place before 
construction on a dam begins. 

Eliminating inactive projects. SCS has instituted an 
administrative process to deal with the authorized 
backlog by rescinding the Administrator's approval for 
certain inactive projects or project features. While 
this does not affect statutory authorization, the SCS OL lv•o/-
.program has a g.reat deal of flexibility, and rescind;.. M~ 
ing Administrator approval can for all practical A_p_/Jcryf- 7 
purposes remove a project from the backlog. ·- I · 

Land treatment cosb-sharing. Some construction money 
will begin to be diverted to cost-sharing fo:r the 
land treatment measures. This will be accomplished 
with existing authority which has not previously been 
used. 

Following are new actions which would improve the program 
beyond the above steps: 

Require on-land conse:rvation measures to be imple
mented before construction ·(separating projects into 
two separate phases). This would go beyond the 
requirement already in place for 50,% of the land 
treatment measures to be in place prior to dam con
struction, and would emphasize the soil conservation 
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mandate of the ag.ency. SCS has this action under 
consideration and we will work with them to imple
ment it. 

Approve Disapprove 
------ (Consensus) 

Equalizing funding for structural and non-structural 
alternatives. Critical to the salection by local 
sponsors of non-structural alternatives will be 
government cost-sharing on these choices. Our modi
fications in the Principles and Standards will 
require the formulation of alternatives, but funding 
arrangements will have to be equivalent between 
structural and non-structural solutions to encourage 
local areas to make the non-structural choice. A 
commitment to equivalent cost-sharing results from 
the policy reforms already recommended, and should 
simply be implemented by OMB and SCS. The overall 
program funding should be kept at approximately the 
same level with an increasing shift to non-structural 
solutions. v 

(Already approved by you) 

Post-project monitoring. A common problem is that the 
operation and maintenance and land treatment measures 
are neglected by the local interests after SCS 
project construction. Sometimes this leads to addi
tional SCS proje~ts later on. SCS should be directed 
to check back periodically on existing projects to 
insure that local interests are meeting their commit
ments to maintain these projects. 

J 
-------- Approve 

(Consensus) 
Disapprove 

pp. 42-44. State Grants. We have examined your comments 
and concerns about the proposed State water resources 
planning and water conservation technical assistance 
grant programs. We have also discussed these proposals 
with officials of the Water Resources Council, EPA and 
State and local governments. J We would like to offer a 
revised proposal for your consideration. 
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This revised option would be a combined comprehensive 
planning/conservation technical assistance program to 
the States, with a much lower budget than the proposed 
two programs. 

The combined program would be administered by the Water 
Resources Council and would have a $50 million total 
annual funding level, compared to $80 million in the 
original proposal. Under current authorities, the WRC 
would distribute $25 million to the States for comprehen
sive water resources planning under an existing distribu
tion formula based on population, land area, need for 
water resources planning and the financial need of a State. 
An additional $25 million would be distributed to the 
States for purposes of water conservation technical 
assistance based on a formula on equal shares, population 
and water consumption. An amendment to the Water 
Resources Planning Act would be necessary to provide 
necessary authority to the WRC for the technical assist
ance grants function. 

All funds would be matched on a 50-50 basis by the States. 
A generous phase-in period for matching would be allowed 
so that programs could begin quickly. Federal criteria 
for both parts of the program would allow for involvement 
of local governments as well as other nationwide criteria 
for such assistance. 

Planning Grants. A small ($3 to $5 million annually) State 
grants program for water resources planning is currently 
carried out by the WRC under Title III of P. L. 89-80, the 
1965 Water Resources Planning Act. The authority of this 
program is quite broad with the goal of improving the 
quality and effectiveness of State water resources plan
ning. The proposal would raise the funding to $25 million, 
to assist Governors in developing a total water management 
capability. This would allow a Governor to bring together 
in one "package," for planning and policy purposes, the 
various Federal programs (Section 208, Section 404 regula
tory, Army Corps projects, Federal Flood Insurance, SCS 
small watershed program, etc.) and the comparable State 
programs. A Governor could thus gain control of his or 
her State's water resources management rather than merely 
accepting the results of fragmented Federal and State pro
grams and antiquated water law.·· 
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Water Conservation Grants. The water conservation tech
nical assistance portionof the program would provide 
funds for: (1) public education and information dissem
ination~ and (2) technical assistance to State agencies, 
local governments, non-profit organizations, agriculture 
and business. Expenditure of these funds for hardware, 
construction, or subsidies, however, would not be 
allowed. The States could either spend the funds 
directly or pass them through to local governments. We 
believe it important, however, to vest the program at the 
State level. 

Your questions. In your comments you indicated several 
questions and concerns about the State grants program: 

(1) What about the funding levels? Would $1 million per 
State be effective? 

If we assume that the average State would received $500,000 
for comprehensive water resources planning, when matched 
50-50 with State funds, the $500,000 Federal planning 
grant would produce a State water resources planning staff 
of about 20 professionals. This effort should allow a 
Governor to pull together existing Federal programs, fill 
in the gaps, and produce a more cohesive total water 
management capability. 

Based on the experience and successes of the existing 
Water Resources Council State grants program, we believe 
that the expanded State water resources planning grant 
program would be effective at the proposed funding levels. 

Because of lack of experience with a water conservation 
technical assistance program, the effectiveness of the 
program at the proposed funding levels is more difficult 
to predict. Experience in California, however, demon
strates that technical assistance at the State level can 
be a very effective water conservation tool. 

A funding level of $200,000 to $1 million per State for 
water conservation technical assistance would allow for 
the establishment of an effective program in most States. 

(2) Wouldn't this just be throwing money at the States? 

Fed'eral criteria would guide the program, and an annual 
reporting process would be established to insure that 
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(1) the State is focusing on critical problems (e.g., 
conjunctive use of ground and surface waters, consider
ation of conservation alternatives, use of non-structural 
approaches); and that (2) State program implementation 
is consistent with the State water planning performed 
with the grant assistance. 

In addition, the water conservation technical assistance 
program would provide a vehicle for implementing water 
conservation in the States. Because almost all water law 
is at the State level, significant opportunity for water 
conservation exists at the State level. In fact, the 
Federal government must work through and with the States 
to implement a water conservation program. 

(3) Will there be overlap with EPA? 

We propose that the combined grant program be administered 
by the Water Resources Council, building on their existing 
State planning grant program. 

There will be limited overlap with EPA's 208 program which 
has a specific functional thrust (i.e., an area-wide 
wastewater planning and management effort) and is carried 
out by a broad array of sub-State levelS of government 
(e.g., counties, Councils of Governments, regional plan
ning commissions, etc.). 

We have examined the option of implementing one or both 
parts of the proposal through EPA. We feel this is not 
appropriate because States would view the grants as water 
quality grants, and because the money would tend to be 
"swallowed" by the EPA programs. If this program goes 
to one agency, the goals and biases of that agency are 
bound to influence the grants program. For example, EPA 
would emphasize municipal water treatment and has no man
date for flood control or water'-based recreation. The 
Bureau of Reclamation would emphasize irrigated agricul
ture but has only limited authority for water quality. 
On the other hand, EPA argues that planning activities 
should be directed to meeting specific statutory goals. 
It is our feeling, however, that States should receive 
this money without assuming "ulterior motives" on the 
part of Federal agencies. 
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The Water Resources Council is composed of all the agen
cies with water programs and can provide the necessary 
balance for this grant program. 

" 
Summary. We strongly believe that a credible State 
g.rant program is essential to demonstrating several fund
amental aspects o-f the water policy: 

improved Federal-State cooperation 
emphasis on watec conservation 
nationwide importance of solving water-related 

probley J----
Approve modified option ($50 million total ------ for planning and conservation) (Consensus) 

Approve original option ~$30 million for. 
WRC planning grants, $50 million for con
servation) 

Disapprove 

Present additional options 

p. 43. Optional. funding to help States .with water rights 
processing. $7 million per year total focr three years 
would be given to Western States on an optional basis for 
use in inventocrying and processing State water rights to 
make it -easier for a user with excess wate-r to se.'lll his 
rig,ht (thereby removing a dis:inc.entive for conservation) . 
You asked about the Governor-s' position on this. Gover
nor Matheson indicated that he would rather see excess 
water returned to the State than sold to other users, 
althoug.h his approach does not solve the problem that an 
individual user may choose to continue wast.ing water 
rather than lose his right through water conservation. 
When explained properly, it is clear that. this is an 
optional prog-ram to augment e-fforts which are necessary 
to some extent in every State_. However, Interior and 
DPS feel it may be perceived as border~ng too closely 
on meddling with State water rights for it to be supported 
as a separate initiative. OMB and CEQ support it as a 
separate action. 

Approve as separate program (OMB, CEQ,) 
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Disapprove as a separate program but allow 
some funding for this purpose with recom
mended amount for consolidated State grant 
program described above (Interior, DPS) 

Disapprove 

p. 48. Federal reserved rights. You raised a question 
about the meaning of the first recommendation for Federal 
reserved water rights. More simply put, this recommenda
tion would lead to a directive telling the relevant 
Federal agencies to expedite quantification of the Federal 
water rights, consulting with the States and water users, 
and focusing on high priority areas first. This is 
precisely what the Governors recommended to you, although 
they will probably differ on some specific proceedings, 
and would prefer that we conceded to their assertion of 
State court jurisdiction (which we do not). 

pp. 48-50. Federal and Indian reserved rights. You raised 
general questions about both Federal and Indian reserved 
rights -- whether we will be able to uphold these rights 
in the face of heavy pressures, and how our proposals 
would help the Indians. 

The quantification of these rights will in large part be 
determined in the courts, although we are proposing a 
policy statement in favor of negotiated settlements where 
possible. An important National Forest reserved rights 
case has just been argued in the Supreme Court and its 
outcome will give some indication of what is to come in 
this area. The recommendations in the water policy 
memorandum would be a significant policy indication -
not really changing the Federal government's legal pos
ture, but making a corrunitment to be reasonable and expe
ditious in the quantification of these rights. The 
Indians will feel reassured by the statements that we 
support Federal court jurisdiction for their claims and 
that we will generally be favorable toward development 

v 

of Indian water resources (which the Interior Department V 
has traditionally made a low priority). 

Additional Issues 

" 1. Creation of Federal-State-local water policy task 
force. As a result of extensive consultations with State 
and local government officials, all agencies recommend 
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that an advisory task force be creat~d to consider water 
policy ~ssues on a continuing basis. Easterners feel 
.that their problems have not been adequately considered 
and would like to have a continuing forum. Local govern
ments feel that too much emphasis has been placed on 
States. States generally feel that they need a contin
uing role. 

Overall, many have voiced the opinion that this water 
policy is only a "first step." They are looking for a 
commitment from us to continue to hear their views on 
water policy. 

We think that creation of a Task Force would be a visible 
demonstration of our intention to continue to work closely 
with State and local governments. With virtually no cost 
we can achieve a lot of goodwill. 

We would propose that the group be comprised of principals 
(Governors, Mayors, Cabinet officers, etc.), that it meet 
only a few times a year and that each of the following 
entities be asked to designate a fixed number of partici
pants: 

National Governors' Association 
National Conference of State Legislatures 
National League of Cities 
U. s. Conference of Mayors 
National Association of Counties 

Federal particpants would be the Federal members of the 
Water Resources Council. 

/ 
------ Approve announcement of Federal-State-

local group (Consensus) 

Disapprove 

2. Issues raised by environmentalists. The environmen
talists who met with you raised several options which for 
the most part have been incorporated in the recommendations. 
CEQ requested that we provide you a brief summary of how 
the environmentalists' options fit in: 

Promulgate regulations implementing the Fish and 
Wildlife Coordination Act, the National Historic 
Preservation Act and the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act as it relates to water projects. The 
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first two statutes are definitely covered in the· 
approved recommendation, but the third (requiring 
Federal projects to comply with State water quality 
standards) creates. a number of problems which we 
believe should be resolved separately. ...,... 

Make water and soil conservation a prerequisite to 
Federal project funding. We have gone quite far 
in this direction in the water conservation and SCS 
recommendations. 

Apply all reforms to the authorized project backlog. 
Under the recommended options, the planning· re-forms 
(revised Principles and Standards) would apply to 
authorized projects not under construction. Exist
ing laws wouJid of course apply to all projects. 
Mandatory cosb-sharing changes would apply to 
projects not yet authorized, but voluntary cost
sharing would apply to authorized projects not under 
construction. There is a question about the applica
bility of the improved Principles and Standards 
requirements to projects which are technically 
classified by Congress and the agencies as "under 

• construction" but for which only land acquis•ition 
or o~ther minor work has been accomplished. The 
environmentalists would like the definition of "under 
construction" modified to mean actual construction. 
However, the proj:ec-ts which were reviewed la•st year 
included the projects in the looser "under construc
tion" status and it would be controversial to support 
an absolute change. in the definition. However, we 
feel it is appropriate to preserve the flexibility 
to insiston adequate planning for some projects in 
this s.tatus when particular problems arise. We 
would remain silent on this in the policy message 
and respond to questions by saying· that in gene-ral 
we will abide by the Congressional definition of 
"under constn:tction" but in some cases it would not 
be approJ?ria~e for a mir;or appropriat~on to p::eclud:e _A./!.., 
the appl1cat1.on of the 1.mproved plann1.ng requ1re- .JM ~-; U£1 
ments. / j{~l p41 ,Jtt._ 

Preserve some flexibility but do not make 
absolute change in definition (Consensus) 

------ Change definition 
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Exempt all projects technically "under 
construction" from new requirements 

Revise computation of navigation benefits so that 
regional "savings to shippers" are not counted as 
net benefits, but that net benefits be based on the 
overal.l transportation system. This particular 
benefit calculation, as well as a number of other 
suspect benefit calculation procedures, will be 
included in the directive to the Water Resources 
Council for examination as part of the preparation 
of the Principles and Standards implementing manual. V 

Attachments 
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S/2.3/78 

Total Expenditures and State Payments Associated with 
Alternative Financing Arrangements on Potential New Starts 

($ millions) 
Total State Payments over 
Construction Period Under 

Current Situation Alternative Cost Sharing Rule's 
Approxllllate 10% on Annual Federal and State Cost Shares 

Reimburse~ present IO% of 10% on vendibles ' at 10% vendibles and 5% rion-vendibles 
Projects with Total First Cost l!le.nt to value of Total vt'mdibles 5% on non- 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Cost toC:ar tiea Fed Fed Cost vendib1es State Fed Fed .. State Fed Vendible OutEuts --- re:2a~ents onl~ ·-- -~ Fed·~. ·-.-@6 S/8% 
p.fcGee Creek, OK 96.6 .4 96.1 84.0 y 84.0 9.6 9.6 9.6 

Oroville-Tonasket, 
WA 43.1 .7 42.4 12.5 3.6 4.2 1.2 2.7 

Mimas-LaPlata, CO 297.9 '.: 1.0 . 296.9 ·' '~· 86.9 y 81.4 29.7 10.3 19.4 
, NM .: ... ·. '···''·'····'· .. ·~:,·.,_, . '·•' ~." .· ..... ;.,,: ... 
Hartwell, 5th Unit, 

GA, sc 14.0 ..l!:.Q. li:..Q. 1.i.&. _l_d. ..l.:.! ..l.:.! 

Total 451.6 2.1 449.4 197.4 183,0 44.,9 22.5 33.1 

Projects with 
non-Vendible 
0Ut£UtS 

Big South Fork, 
TN, KY 124.3 124.3 .... ~ 12,4 ... - 6.2 

Phoenix, AZ 253.2 119.3 133.0 13.3 6.7 

Bathers Pt., HA 49.1 6.7 42.4 4.2 
--

2.1 

Prairie du Chien, 
WI 

.. 
~ ~ 3.6 -- . ' '.4 _._2_ -

Total 431.1 126.9 303.3 30.3 15.2 

Note: 1/4% General Revenues cap on State sl:lares would not affect any of these projects under 
any of the listed cost-sharing rules. 

1/Largely M&i: water 
IfLargely M&I water: Irrigation allocated $294 M, will repay $4.2 M @6 5/8% 

.40 3.60 .40 3.60 .40 3.60 .80 7.20 

.12 . 1.90 .p 1.90 .12 1.90 .24 3.80 

.14 1.90 .14 1.90 .30 3.70 ;40 4.60 

....:l.Q. .-:2.Q. .so 4.50 •. 60 5.40 .20 1.80 

.80 8.30 L30 11.90 1.40 11.30 1.64 17.40 

1,0 20.0 .9 17.0 ! .9 17.0 1.0 21.0 

.1 2.0 .4 8.0 .s 9.0 .4 8.0 

.4 9.0 .8 16.0 .7 13.0 .2 4.0 

.1 1.0 .:.l ..1..&. .o 1.0 

L60 32.0 2.2 42.0 2.1 40.0 1.6 33.0 
i 



' All Gen. Revenue 
State From Own Sources __ 

Alabama 1554 
Arizona 1203 
California 12310 
Colorado 1288 
florida 3347 
Georgia 1946 
Idaho 400 
Illinois 5493 
Iowa 1446 
Kentucky 1705 
Louisiana 2264 
Massachusett"s 3161 
~Iinne sot:~ 26:~5 

New Jersey 2904 
New York 11599 
l'ennsy1vania· 57111 
Wa:;hington 2190 

TOTAL 61226 

* Corps and BuRec Only. 

Ex-Post Application of Alternative Cost 
Sharing Rules to Representative States,_ 1976 

1/4~ 

r.cn. Rev. 

3.9 
3.0 

30.8 
3.2 
8.4 
4;9 
loll 

13.7 
3.6 
4.3 
5.7 
7.9 
6.6 
7.3 

29.0 
14.5 
..1.:1 

153.1 

($ in MiUions) 

Total Federal 
watet Appropria

tions• · 

81 
57 

ii11 
78 
27 
12 
25 
83 
28 
41 
69 
13 
3 
3 

13 
70 

!Q! 

988 

: "S"ei:al.F;h t 1M. Fo:;-
• aU proje_ct p,utvoses 

Vendibles · · No_ CAP - · ·-

2.8 
16.3 

107.8 
27.9. 

7.2 
8.3 

5.0 
7.6 

1.2 
191_._1 

~75.2 

8.1 
5.7 

18.1 
7.8 
2.7 
1.2 
2.5 
8.3 
2.8 
4.1 
6.9 
1.3 

.3 

.3 
1.3 
7.0 
~ 

98.8 

May 23, 1978 

COST RECOVERY 
10_% on vend1bles rule 10% on vendibles 5\fi on non-vendibles 

With l/4% CAP W/0 1/4% CAP With 1/4% CAP W/0 1/4% CAP 

0.3 
1.6 

10.8 
2.8 

0.7 
0.8 

0.5 
0.8 

0.1 
!7.5 

35.9 

0.3 
1.6 

10.8 
2.8 

0.7 
0.8 

0.5 
0.8 

0.1 
.!hl 
37.5 

4.2 4.2 
3.6 3.(, 

14.5 14.5 
4.3 4.3 
1.4 1.4 
0.9 O.!l 
1.6 l.f> 
4.2 4.2 
1.7 1.7 
2.5 2.5 
3.-5 3.-S 
0.7 0.7 
0.2 0.2 
0.2 0.2 
0.7 0.7 
3.6 3.6 

18.1 19.7 

66.1 67.6 

-----------·------- .,... •.• _.7 ____ -------------·----- 7~---~.-~. -. -:"'~:-:::-·.;-·-

·_:~. ·.· .. 
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FOR ACTION: HAMILTON JORDAN -d::t I 
! 

JODY POWELL ¥1,--

W H I T E H 0 U S E 

WASHINGTON 

FRANK MOORE~ ~ -
JACK WATSON _.IJ:; ~ 

ANNE WEXLER J*t3 RICHARD PETTIGREW 'JJ "- N C' 

BOB LIPSHUTZ }t 1 
INFO ONLY: THE VICE PRESIDENT-W- r FRANK PRESS f::3.-CJ 

SUBJECT: WATER POLICY DECISION DOCUMENT PREPA.RED BY INTKRIOR, 

OMB AND CEQ 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CON1F I DENT IA.L 

++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ 

+ RESPONSE DUE TO RICK HUTCHESON STAFF SECRETARY (456-7052) + 

+ BY: 11200 PM SATURDAY 29 APR 78 + 

++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ 

ACTION REQUESTED: NO EXTENSIONS - SATURDAY AT NOON 

STAFF RESPONSE: ( ) I CONCUR. ( NO COM·MENT. ( } HOLD. 

PLEA.SE NOTE OTHER COMMENTS BELOW: 
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27 A'PR 78 

·~oR ACTION: .HAMILTON JORDAN 

JODY POWELL 

FRANK MOORE 

JACK WATSON 

ANNE WEXLER RICHARD PETTIGREW 

BOB LIPSHUTZ 

INFO ONLY: THE VICE PRESIDENT FRANK PRESS 

Jff)/lltl 
ca ~'VIs;~ .... 
· Wf/0 ,.. '/1 tlttft. 

WATER POLICY DECISION DOCU~J!lJUEP~ED SUBJ·ECT: BY INTERIOR, 

OMB AND CEQ 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ 

+ RESPONSE DUE TO RICK H~TCHESON STAFF SECRETARY (456-7052) + 

+ BY: 11200 PM SATURDAY 29 APR 78 + 

++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ 

ACTION REQUESTED: NO EXTENSIONS - SATURDAY AT NOON 

STAFF RESPONSE: <K> I CONCUR. ( ) NO COMMENT. ( ) HOLD. 

PLEASE NOTE OTHER COMMENTS BELOW: 

Midway th.rough the water policy review, OSTP completed a study of scientific and 
technolog.ical aspects of water polky fo.r the water policy committee. The decision 
document is consistent w.ith our fi.ndings and recommendatior:ts. 



MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASH I N.GTON 

April 27, 1978 

SENIOR STAFF 

STU EIZENSTAT ~~ 
Water Policy Memorandum 

Attached is the water policy decision document 
prepared by Interior, OMB and CEQ. The Presi
dent has requested that this be expedited. 

Some of the issues are somewhat complicated. 
If you have questions or would like further 
information on any of the issues presented, 
Kathy Fletcher of my staff (x2564) would be 
happy to assis·t. 

Thank you. 

Attachment 
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) 

+ BY: 11200 PM SATURDAY 29 APR 78 + 

. ++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++ 

ACTION REQUESTED: NO EXTENSIONS - SATURDAY AT NOON 

STAFF ·RESPONSE: ( ) I CONCUR. (J..-'1NO COMMENT. ( ) HOLD. 

PLEASE NOTE OTHER COMMENTS BELOW: ~ 
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